
EVENT RECAP 
FIRST AIDS 

 
Night Shift:  May 26, 2015    Day Shift: May 27, 2015 
 

 

LEADERS’ QUESTION TO WORKERS: 
How will you finish Turnaround injury free? 

 

Throughout Project Olympus we had 64 first aids, 21 of these were eye related.  Every 

injury is preventable if we take a proactive approach, identify all hazards, eliminate the 

hazard and utilize our PPE as a last line of defense.  To achieve “Nobody Gets Hurt” we 

must all make safety our first priority both at work, and at home.  

Review the first aid injuries which occurred during Olympus below. What would you have done 

differently to ensure you or your co worker would not have been injured?  

 While standing upright and grasping socket collar with left hand at approximately shoulder 

height, employee situated impact near 3 o'clock position on flange and activated tool.  

During rotation, the plastic retainer ring from base connection failed and unraveled causing 

a loss of control when socket contacted employee's left gloved hand resulting in approx. 

1/2" abrasion to tip of thumb. 

 Employee left office trailer and forget to put on their hardhat. As the employee was walking 

away a coworker intervened and reminded the worker that they had forgot the hard hat. 

The employee turned and started walking back to get the hard hat, the employee tripped 

over a pallet resulting in a small abrasion on the top of the head.  

 While assessing his work for the task (interior of Manway #1 / Deck 4), employee took a 

step back from what he was inspecting and his left foot rolled on a chunk of coke 

(approximately 8 inches in diameter) causing discomfort to ankle. 

 Worker lifted a 30-50lb piece of material out of a crate and reported discomfort to their 

back. 

 Worker was checking inventory in gang boxes in preparation to move them for demobe. A 

co-worker opened the lid on a second gang box that was staged back to back to the first 

one. When the second lid was opened, it pushed the first lid down on the other workers 

hand, pinching the right ring finger between the lid and the box.  


